Brain development in humans occurs stagewise in correlation with the onsets of the main Piagetian stages of reasoning development. This allows a description of cognitive development as at least partially resulting from and dependent upon biological events occurring in the brain. Evidence shows that some eventual brain structures depend on a combination of biological events and instructional inputs. This contributes to the instruction dependence of the higher cognitive functions. Such a description thereby permits some novel working hypotheses about normal cognitive development and how to foster it as well as suggests alternative ways of creating intervention programs for children from deprived environments.
Brain development in humans occurs stagewise in correlation with the onsets of the main Piagetian stages of reasoning development. This allows a description of cognitive development as at least partially resulting from and dependent upon biological events occurring in the brain. Evidence shows that some eventual brain structures depend on a combination of biological events and instructional inputs. This contributes to the instruction dependence of the higher cognitive functions. Such a description thereby permits some novel working hypotheses about normal cognitive development and how to foster it as well as suggests alternative ways of creating intervention programs for children from deprived environments. © 2001 Academic Press Piagetian and Neo-Piagetian theories of human cognitive abilities attempt to describe what happens developmentally leading up to the mature state. They describe this almost entirely in terms of the psychosocial factors involved. But cognitive functions and changes are more readily and more accurately understood and described if attention is also, if not first, paid to the facts of brain growth. That understanding also permits parents and teachers to see ways to enhance children's cognitive development.
Much of the needed biological information depends on the finding that agewise correlated growth stages have been shown in human brain weight (Epstein, 1974a (Epstein, , 1986 , head circumference (Epstein, 1974a), EEG (Epstein, 1980 , Hudspeth & Pribram, 1990 , and cerebral blood flow (Epstein, 1999) . In addition, the few relevant cytological studies (Conel, 1939 (Conel, -1963 Rabinowicz, 1979) show similar correlations with arborization. Moreover, Rockel et al. (1980) found that, in main cortical areas, the thicknesses of layers III and V are the ones showing by far the greatest increases going up the ladder from mice to humans. It is known that many (most?) neurons in those layers send their axons and dendrites primarily along the cortex to other areas. Thus, evolution has proceeded by increasing the number of contacts among areas; this bespeaks significant additional arborization and the resultant additional functioning.
So the stages are now experimental facts and not just theory and reflect significant additional arborization. These brain growth spurts have been found to occur at the earliest onset ages of the Piaget stages of reasoning development (Epstein, 1980 (Epstein, , 1986 Hudspeth & Pribram, 1990) ; therefore, they are probably the biological bases of the Piaget stages.
During rapid brain growth periods the brain weight increases on average 5 to 10%,
